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why alpha-like quartet correlations ?  

alpha-like quartet = two neutrons and  two  protons  coupled to isospin T=0                 



              “we must take into consideration the quadruple correlation of  alpha-particle-like nucleons […];  
  these new correlations evidently play a very important role and somewhat mask the effect of  pair correlations" 



1) Extracting a pn pair from a even-even N=Z nucleus  costs more energy than adding to it a  pn pair 

24Mg 26Al 22Na 
13.6 Mev 22.1 MeV 

2) Extracting one neutron from a even-even N=Z nucleus costs more energy than from neighbouring nuclei 
  

B(25Mg)  -B(24Mg) = 7.3 Mev 

B(26Mg)-B(25Mg)=  11.3 Mev 

B(24Mg)-B(23Mg) = 16.6 MeV 

to brake a quadruple (quartet) in pairs takes about  4-5 MeV 

conclusion: 4-body alpha-like correlations are important in N=Z nuclei 

28Si 
24.4 MeV 

Fingerprints of  alpha-like (quadruple) correlations 
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Isovector pairing in terms of quartets  
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Quartets in terms  of Cooper pairs 
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‘coherent’  mixing of  condenstates formed by  nn, pp and pn pairs 
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Accuracy of quartet condensation  versus pair condensation  

N. S, D. Negrea,  J. Dukelsky, C.W. Johnson, PRC85, 061303(R) (2012) 
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Conclusion: T=1 pairing is accurately described by  quartets, not by pairs   

g=-24/A Skyrme 

Note: gives errors much larger than QCM 



Isovector pairing with distinct quartets 
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QM reproduces the exact results up to the 4th digit !! 

M. Sambataro and N.S, PRC88 (2013) 



Isoscalar and isovector pairing in N=Z nuclei 



Quartetting for isovector (J=0) and isoscalar (J=1) pairing 

collective quartets 

generalised quartet 

superposition of  T=0 and T=1 quartets 

ground state 
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Quartet condensation versus pair condensation for isovector & isoscalar pairing   

•   quartet condensation wins over Cooper pair condensates 
•  T=1 and T=0 pairing correlations always coexist in quartets 

M. Sambataro and N.S, Phys. Rev C93, 054320 (2016) 
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TABLE III. Ground-state correlation energies (19) provided by the PBCS-type states (14)–(16) in comparison with the QCM results. In
brackets we show the relative errors with respect to the exact results obtained by diagonalization. These results have been obtained with the
Hamiltonian (17) by using the interactions described in the text. All energies are in MeV.

QCM PBC1 PBCS0iv PBCS0is

20Ne 15.985 (-) 14.011 (12.35%) 13.664 (14.52%) 13.909 (12.99%)
24Mg 28.595 (0.24%) 21.993 (23.35%) 20.516 (28.50%) 23.179 (19.22%)
28Si 35.288 (0.57%) 27.206 (23.58%) 25.293 (28.95%) 27.740 (22.19%)
44Ti 7.019 (-) 5.712 (18.62%) 5.036 (28.25%) 4.196 (40.22%)
48Cr 11.614 (0.21%) 9.686 (16.85%) 8.624 (25.97%) 6.196 (46.81%)
52Fe 13.799 (0.42%) 11.774 (15.21%) 10.591 (23.73%) 6.673 (51.95%)
104Te 3.147 (-) 2.814 (10.58%) 2.544 (19.16%) 1.473 (53.19%)
108Xe 5.489 (0.20%) 4.866 (11.61%) 4.432 (19.49%) 2.432 (55.82%)
112Ba 7.017 (0.34%) 6.154 (12.82%) 5.635 (20.17%) 3.026 (57.13%)

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we generalized the quartet condensation
model for the treatment of spherically symmetric isovector
(T = 1,J = 0) and isoscalar (T = 0,J = 1) pairing forces.
The basic assumption of the QCM approximation is that
the ground-state correlations induced by these forces can be
described in terms of products of identical quartets formed
by coupling two neutrons and two protons to total isospin
T = 0 and total angular momentum J = 0. The generalized
QCM approach was first applied to pairing forces formulated
in terms of isovector (T = 1,S = 0,L = 0) and isoscalar (T =
0,S = 1,L = 0) pairs. For these forces we illustrated how the
spin-orbit interaction affects the pairing correlations and we
studied the competition between the isovector and isoscalar
pairing. Then, the QCM approach was applied to realistic
systems described by the most general pairing Hamiltonian
formulated in terms of (T = 1,J = 0) and (T = 0,J = 1)
pairs. We showed that, for both Hamiltonians, the QCM gives
an accurate description of the pairing correlations. We also
showed that, in the QCM approximation, the correlations in
the two pairing channels coexist for any admixture of isovector
and isoscalar pairing forces, which confirms the findings of
Refs. [17,19].

We wish to conclude this paper by emphasizing the striking
analogy between the like-particle and proton-neutron pairing
pictures which has emerged in this study and which is also
supported by our previous works on the same subject [13–
17,19]. Thus, if on one side a condensate of collective J = 0
pairs provides a good approximation to the ground state of
spherically symmetric like-particle pairing Hamiltonians, on

the other side, as shown here, a condensate of J = 0, T = 0
quartets provides a good approximation to the ground state of
spherically symmetric proton-neutron pairing Hamiltonians.
In the case of proton-neutron pairing, then, collective quartets
appear to play the same role as Cooper pairs in the case
of like-particle pairing. A basic difference between the like-
particle pairing and pairing in N = Z systems is that in the
latter one needs to couple the isospin and the spin of the
pairs in order to construct wave functions with well-defined
total isospin and total angular momentum. As demonstrated
in this paper, in even-even N = Z nuclei the quartets built
by coupling two pairs to T = 0 and J = 0 do represent the
simplest form of many-body structures whose condensate can
guarantee a ground state with total T = 0 and total J = 0.
The fact that, in the quartet condensate state, which describes
accurately the pairing forces in N = Z nuclei, the isovector
and isoscalar proton-neutron pairing correlations are strongly
entangled indicates that it might be difficult to disentangle
them by proton-neutron transfer reactions. If in open-shell
N = Z nuclei the quartets are indeed strongly correlated
structures acting coherently as a condensate, one would expect
collective features for alpha-particle transfer reactions (e.g.,
significant enhancement of the transfer with the number of
quartets) rather than for the transfer of proton-neutron pairs.
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energies of protons and neutrons are assumed to be equal. The
second term in Eq. (1) is the spin-orbit interaction for protons
and neutrons, which has the standard expression. The third and
the fourth terms are, respectively, the isovector (T = 1,S = 0)
and isoscalar (T = 0,S = 1) pairing interactions. They are
written in terms of the pair operators

P+
i,Tz

=
!

2li + 1
2

[a+
i a+

i ]T =1,S=0,L=0
Tz

, (2)

D+
i,Sz

=
!

2li + 1
2

[a+
i a+

i ]S=1,T =0,L=0
Sz

, (3)

where L, S, and T are the orbital momentum, the spin, and
the isospin of the pairs, respectively. When the spin orbit is
neglected and the orbits are degenerate, the Hamiltonian (1)
has SO(8) symmetry. If, in addition, g1 = g0, the Hamiltonian
(1) has SU(4) symmetry and can be solved analytically both for
degenerate and nondegenerate levels [8,9]. This is no longer
possible in the presence of the spin-orbit interaction.

The question we address in this study is whether the ground
state of the Hamiltonian (1) as well as of the most general
isovector-isoscalar pairing Hamiltonian (17) (see below), can
be well approximated by a condensate of alpha-like quartets,
as in the case of isovector pairing [13]. Thus, as in Ref. [13],
we represent the ground state as a product of identical quartets

|!g.s.⟩ = (Q+)nq |0⟩. (4)

The quartet operator Q+ is taken as a sum of two quartets

Q+ = Q+
1 + Q+

0 , (5)

where Q+
1 is the collective isovector quartet formed by

coupling two isovector pairs to total T = 0, i.e.,
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and Q+
0 is the collective isoscalar quartet built by coupling two

isoscalar pairs to total J = 0, i.e.,
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These quartet operators are expressed in terms of the pair
operators in the jj coupling scheme:
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= 1√
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In Ref. [13], the QCM state was further simplified by
factorizing the mixing amplitudes which define the quartets.
Due to this factorization it was possible to express the quartet
condensate in terms of collective pairs and to use the recurrence
relations method for the evaluation of the expectation value of
the Hamiltonian. If one adopts the same factorization in the
present formalism, therefore assuming that xj1j2 = x̄j1 x̄j2 and
yj1j2j3j4 = ȳj1j2 ȳj3j4 , the collective quartets can be written as

Q̄+
1 = 2#+

1 #+
−1 − (#+

0 )2, (10)

Q̄+
0 = 2$+

1 $+
−1 −$+

0
2
. (11)

These quartets are expressed in terms of the collective isoscalar
and isovector pairs

#+
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=
"

j

x̄jP
+
j,Tz

, (12)

$+
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=
"
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ȳj1j2D
+
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It is soon realized that, when formulated in terms of col-
lective pairs, the wave function (4) becomes a complicated
superposition of mixed condensates, formed by all type of
pairs. If the isoscalar quartet is further reduced to include only
the $+

0 pairs, this formalism becomes formally equivalent to
that proposed in Ref. [19] for the treatment of the isovector-
isoscalar pairing forces acting on axially deformed states.

The collective isovector and isoscalar pairs defined above
can be used to construct various PBCS-type states for N = Z
systems. Thus, with the isovector pairs (12) can be formed the
following PBCS states with well-defined numbers of protons
and neutrons [13]:

|PBCS1⟩ = (#+
1 #+

−1)nq |0⟩, (14)

|PBCS0iv⟩ = (#+
0 )2nq |0⟩. (15)

Both states have, as required, J = 0 and Tz = 0, but they do not
have a well-defined total isospin. Similar PBCS states can be
constructed with the isoscalar pairs (13). Of physical interest
is the PBCS state

|PBCS0is⟩ = ($+
0 )2nq |0⟩. (16)

This state has T = 0 and Jz = 0, but it has not a well-
defined angular momentum. Since the states (15) and (16) are
condensates, respectively, of T = 1 and T = 0 proton-neutron
pairs, one might think that a comparison of their correlation
energies could give clear evidence of what type of proton-
neutron pairing is prevailing in N = Z nuclei. However, a
conclusion based only on this comparison would be misleading
because, as shown in the next section, the PBCS approximation
is not accurate enough to describe properly the isovector and
isoscalar pairing correlations.

In this work we consider the case in which the mixing
amplitudes xii ′ and yii ′jj ′ are factorized, as discussed above,
and also the case in which they keep their original form. In both
cases these amplitudes will be constructed variationally by
minimizing the expectation value of the pairing Hamiltonian
in the QCM or PBCS-type states.

The QCM formalism proposed in this paper can also be
applied to the most general spherically symmetric isovector
(T = 1,J = 0) and isoscalar (T = 0,J = 1) pairing forces
described by the Hamiltonian
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"

i
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i,j
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Dkl,Jz
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The pairing interactions are written in this case in terms
of the noncollective pair operators (8) and (9) expressed in
jj coupling. These interactions are not limited to the pairs
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pair condensate formed by the neutron pairs in excess [13]; (iii) when treated by the quartet

condensation formalism the isovector pairing is able to describe reasonably well the Wigner

energies [14].

The scope of this letter is to generalize the quartet condensation model of Ref. [12] for the

treatment of both the isovector pairing and isoscalar proton-neutron pairing. An important

prediction of this formalism, at variance with most HFB calculations, is the coexistence of

the isovector and isoscalar proton-neutron correlations for any pairing interactions and any

N=Z system.

The systems we study here are composed of an equal number of neutrons and protons

which move in a deformed mean field with axially symmetry. The nucleons are interacting

through an isoscalar proton-neutron pairing force and an isovector pairing force, the latter

including both the proton-neutron pairing and like-particle pairing. The Hamiltonian which

describe these systems is given by:

Ĥ =
!

i,τ=±1/2
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V T=1(i, j)
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t=−1,0,1
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where εiτ are the single-particle energies associated to the mean fields of neutrons (τ = 1/2)

and protons (τ = −1/2). In the case of the axially mean field, supposed here, i = {a,Ω},

where Ω is the projection of the angular momentum on z-axis, while a are the other quantum

numbers which label the single-particle sates. The second term is the most general isovector

pairing interaction expressed by the non-collective pair operators P+
i,1= ν+

i ν
+
ī , P

+
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interaction while D+
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2 is the operator which creates a non-collective

isoscalar proton-neutron pairs. The operators ν+
i and π+

i create, respectively, a neutron and

a proton in the state i while ī = {a,−Ω} denotes the time conjugate of the state i.

It can be observed that all pairs operators considered here are constructed with the

nucleons in time-reversed axially deformed states. Therefore the pairs have Jz = 0, where

Jz is the projection of the angular momentum on z-axis, but not a well-defined J . In fact,

the isovector pairs and the isoscalar pairs with Jz = 0, built with axially deformed states,

can be seen as a superposition of pairs with J = {0, 2, 4, ..} and, respectively, J = {1, 3,5, ..}.

This fact means that the Hamiltonian (1) is not physically equivalent with the spherically

symmetric pairing Hamiltonians in which are considered only J=0 isovector pairs and J=1

isoscalar proton-neutron pairs.
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The Hamiltonian (1) has been employed, with various single-particle energies and pairing

interactions, in many studies. In most of them the Hamiltonian (1) was treated in HFB

approximation in which, through a general Bogoliubov transformation, the protons and

neutrons are mixed together to form generalized quasiparticles. As a consequence, in the

HFB approach the particle number and the isospin are not conservation. Here we present a

new approach in which both quantities are conserved exactly from the outset through the

way how the trial wave function is constructed.

As in Ref.[12], for taking into account the isovector pairing correlations we shall use as

building blocks collective isovector quartets formed from two isovector pairs coupled to the

total isospin T = 0, i.e.,
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Supposing that the amplitudes xij are separable in the indices i and j, the collective quartet

operator can be written as
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+
i,t denote, for t=0,1,-1, the collective Cooper pair operators for the

proton-neutron (pn), neutron-neutron (nn) and proton-proton (pp) pairs.

For treating the isoscalar pn correlations we use the collective isoscalar pairs defined by
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With the collective quartet (3) and the collective isoscalar proton-neutron pair (4) we

construct the following approximation for the ground sate of Hamiltonian (1)

|Ψ⟩ = (A+ + (∆+
0)

2)nq |0⟩, (5)

where nq = (N + Z)/4 is the number of the quartets one can form with the protons and

neutrons participating to the pairing correlations (N=Z).

The ansatz (5) for the ground state is suggested by the exact solution of Hamiltonian (1)

for a set of degenerate states and for pairing forces of equal strength, i.e., g = V T=1(i, j) =

V T=0(i, j). We have found that in this case the state (5) is the exact ground state of

Hamiltonian (1). The exact ground state energy, when the single-particle energies are put

to zero, is given by

E(nq, ν) = 2nq(ν − nq + b)g (6)

4

superposition of T=1 quartet condensates and T=0 pair condensates 

Isoscalar and isovector proton-neutron pairing in time-reversed states 
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!

i,j

V T=1(i, j)
!

t=−1,0,1

P+
i,tPj,t +

!

i,j

V T=0(i, j)D+
i,0Dj,0 (1)

where εiτ are the single-particle energies associated to the mean fields of neutrons (τ = 1/2)

and protons (τ = −1/2). In the case of the axially mean field, supposed here, i = {a,Ω},

where Ω is the projection of the angular momentum on z-axis, while a are the other quantum

numbers which label the single-particle sates. The second term is the most general isovector

pairing interaction expressed by the non-collective pair operators P+
i,1= ν+

i ν
+
ī , P

+
i,−1= π+

i π
+
ī

and P+
i,0 = (ν+

i π
+
ī + π+

i ν
+
ī )/

√
2. The third term is the isoscalar proton-neutron pairing

interaction while D+
i,0= (ν+

i π
+
ī − π+

i ν
+
ī )/

√
2 is the operator which creates a non-collective

isoscalar proton-neutron pairs. The operators ν+
i and π+

i create, respectively, a neutron and

a proton in the state i while ī = {a,−Ω} denotes the time conjugate of the state i.

It can be observed that all pairs operators considered here are constructed with the

nucleons in time-reversed axially deformed states. Therefore the pairs have Jz = 0, where

Jz is the projection of the angular momentum on z-axis, but not a well-defined J . In fact,

the isovector pairs and the isoscalar pairs with Jz = 0, built with axially deformed states,

can be seen as a superposition of pairs with J = {0, 2, 4, ..} and, respectively, J = {1, 3,5, ..}.

This fact means that the Hamiltonian (1) is not physically equivalent with the spherically

symmetric pairing Hamiltonians in which are considered only J=0 isovector pairs and J=1

isoscalar proton-neutron pairs.
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|Ψ >= (QT=1
+ +Δ0

+2 )nq |− >

ansatz for ground state 

QT=1
+ = xix j

ij
∑ [Piτ

+Pjτ '
+ ]T=0

Pi1
+ =ν i

+ν i
+ Pi−1

+ = π i
+π i

+

isovector isoscalar 

N.S, D.Negrea, D. Gambacurta, Phys. Lett. B751 (2015) 348  



Competition between isovector and isoscalar pairing 

isovector and isoscalar pairing  always coexist together  

(QT=1
+ )nq (Δ0

+2 )nq(QT=1
+ +Δ0

+2 )nq

Vparing
T={0,1} = v0

T={0,1}δ(r1 − r2 )P̂S={0,1} v0
T=0 =1.5 v0

T=1

pairing on top of  deformed  Skyrme-HF 

N.S, D.Negrea, D. Gambacurta, Phys. Lett. B (2015)  

TABLE I: Correlation energies calculated in the PQCM approximation compared to the exact

results. Are shown also the correlations energies obtained with the isovector | ivi and isoscalar

| isi states defined by Eqs. (8,9). In the last column are given the overlaps between these states.

exact |  i | ivi | isi hiv | isi

20Ne 11.38 11.38 (0.00%) 11.31 (0.62%) 10.92 (4.00%) 0.976

24Mg 19.32 19.31 (0.03%) 19.18 ( 0.74%) 18.93 (2.00%) 0.980

28Si 18.74 18.74 (0.01%) 18.71 ( 0.14%) 18.54 (1.07%) 0.992

44Ti 7.095 7.094 (0.02%) 7.08 (0.18%) 6.30 (10.78%) 0.928

48Cr 12.78 12.76 (0.1%) 12.69 ( 0.67%) 12.22 (4.37%) 0.936

52Fe 16.39 16.34 (0.26%) 16.19 ( 1.17%) 15.62 (4.65%) 0.946

104Te 4.53 4.52 (0.06%) 4.49 (0.82%) 4.02 (11.26%) 0.955

108Xe 8.08 8.03 (0.61%) 7.96 (1.45%) 6.75 (16.47%) 0.814

112Ba 9.36 9.27 (0.93%) 9.22 (1.43 %) 7.50 (19.81%) 0.784

consider 10 single-particle levels above the closed cores mentioned above. Since the mean

field is axially symmetric, the levels are double degenerate over the projection of the angular

momentum on z axis. In addition, because we neglect the Coulomb interaction, the levels

are also degenerate in isospin.

How to fix the pairing interactions in the two channels for N=Z nuclei is a di�cult task.

Here we shall use the prescriptions suggested in Refs.[5, 17, 18]. Thus, for the pairing force

in the coordinate space we take a zero range delta interaction V
T=0,1(r1, r2) = V

T=0,1
0 �(r1 �

r2). The matrix elements of this interaction in the isovector and the isoscalar channels are

calculated by projecting out from the two-body wave function the component with the total

spin S=0 and, respectively, with (S = 1, Sz = 0). The strength of the force in the the

two channel is taken as V
T=1
0 = V0 and V

T=0
0 = xV0. Since the values of the constants

V0 and x are also a matter of debate, we have done calculations with various parameters,

i.e., V0 = {300, 465, 720} and x = {1, 1.25, 1.5, 175}. Because the conclusions relevant for

this study are similar in all these calculations, below we are presenting only the results for

V0 = 465 and x = 1.5, which are the values suggested, respectively, in Ref.[17] and Ref.[5].

The results of the calculations are displayed in Table I. In the second and third columns

7

large overlaps between |iv> and |is> 



Isovector-isoscalar pairing and quartetting for N>Z nuclei 

nuclei with N-Z=2nN 

•   all protons  are correlated in alpha-like quartets 

•  neutrons in excess form a pair condensate 

ansatz 

|QCM >= ( Γνν
+ )nN (QT=1

+ +Δ0
+2 )nq |− >

N>Z 

how fast are suppressed the pn correlations away of N=Z ?  

QT=1
+ = 2Γνν

+ Γππ
+ −Γνπ

+2

The Hamiltonian (1) has been employed, with various single-particle energies and pairing

interactions, in many studies. In most of them the Hamiltonian (1) was treated in HFB

approximation in which, through a general Bogoliubov transformation, the protons and

neutrons are mixed together to form generalized quasiparticles. As a consequence, in the

HFB approach the particle number and the isospin are not conservation. Here we present a

new approach in which both quantities are conserved exactly from the outset through the

way how the trial wave function is constructed.

As in Ref.[12], for taking into account the isovector pairing correlations we shall use as

building blocks collective isovector quartets formed from two isovector pairs coupled to the

total isospin T = 0, i.e.,

A+ =
!

i,j

x̄ij [P
+
i P+

j ]T=0=
!

ij

xij(P
+
i,1P

+
j,−1+ P+

i,−1P
+
j,1− P+

i,0P
+
j,0). (2)

Supposing that the amplitudes xij are separable in the indices i and j, the collective quartet

operator can be written as

A+ = 2Γ+
1Γ

+
−1− (Γ+

0)
2, (3)

where Γ+
t =

"
i xiP

+
i,t denote, for t=0,1,-1, the collective Cooper pair operators for the

proton-neutron (pn), neutron-neutron (nn) and proton-proton (pp) pairs.

For treating the isoscalar pn correlations we use the collective isoscalar pairs defined by

∆+
0 =

!

i

yiD
+
i,0=

!

i

yi(ν
+
i π

+
ī − π+

i ν
+
ī )/

√
2 (4)

With the collective quartet (3) and the collective isoscalar proton-neutron pair (4) we

construct the following approximation for the ground sate of Hamiltonian (1)

|Ψ⟩ = (A+ + (∆+
0)

2)nq |0⟩, (5)

where nq = (N + Z)/4 is the number of the quartets one can form with the protons and

neutrons participating to the pairing correlations (N=Z).

The ansatz (5) for the ground state is suggested by the exact solution of Hamiltonian (1)

for a set of degenerate states and for pairing forces of equal strength, i.e., g = V T=1(i, j) =

V T=0(i, j). We have found that in this case the state (5) is the exact ground state of

Hamiltonian (1). The exact ground state energy, when the single-particle energies are put

to zero, is given by

E(nq, ν) = 2nq(ν − nq + b)g (6)

4

D. Negrea, P. Buganu, D. Gambacurta, N. S., PRC98 (2018) 



|QCM >= ( Γνν
+ )nN (QT=1

+ +Δ0
+2 )nq |− >

gT=0 =1.5 gT=1
H = εiNi∑ + gT=1 Piτ

+

ij,τ
∑ Pjτ + gT=0 Di0

+

ij
∑ Dj0

Isovector-isoscalar pairing and quartetting for N>Z nuclei 

pn pairing and quartet correlations survive in N > Z nuclei ! 

D. Negrea, P. Buganu, D. Gambacurta, N. S., PRC98 (2018) 

The Hamiltonian (1) has been employed, with various single-particle energies and pairing

interactions, in many studies. In most of them the Hamiltonian (1) was treated in HFB

approximation in which, through a general Bogoliubov transformation, the protons and

neutrons are mixed together to form generalized quasiparticles. As a consequence, in the

HFB approach the particle number and the isospin are not conservation. Here we present a

new approach in which both quantities are conserved exactly from the outset through the

way how the trial wave function is constructed.

As in Ref.[12], for taking into account the isovector pairing correlations we shall use as

building blocks collective isovector quartets formed from two isovector pairs coupled to the

total isospin T = 0, i.e.,

A+ =
!
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x̄ij [P
+
i P+
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ij

xij(P
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+
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+
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+
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Supposing that the amplitudes xij are separable in the indices i and j, the collective quartet

operator can be written as

A+ = 2Γ+
1Γ

+
−1− (Γ+
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2, (3)

where Γ+
t =

"
i xiP

+
i,t denote, for t=0,1,-1, the collective Cooper pair operators for the

proton-neutron (pn), neutron-neutron (nn) and proton-proton (pp) pairs.

For treating the isoscalar pn correlations we use the collective isoscalar pairs defined by
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+
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+
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With the collective quartet (3) and the collective isoscalar proton-neutron pair (4) we

construct the following approximation for the ground sate of Hamiltonian (1)

|Ψ⟩ = (A+ + (∆+
0)

2)nq |0⟩, (5)

where nq = (N + Z)/4 is the number of the quartets one can form with the protons and

neutrons participating to the pairing correlations (N=Z).

The ansatz (5) for the ground state is suggested by the exact solution of Hamiltonian (1)

for a set of degenerate states and for pairing forces of equal strength, i.e., g = V T=1(i, j) =

V T=0(i, j). We have found that in this case the state (5) is the exact ground state of

Hamiltonian (1). The exact ground state energy, when the single-particle energies are put

to zero, is given by

E(nq, ν) = 2nq(ν − nq + b)g (6)
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Proton-neutron pairing  &   Wigner energy 



  Reminder on Wigner energy  

€ 

E(N,Z) = E(N = Z) +
Tz (Tz + X)
2Θ€ 

E(N,Z) = E(N = Z) + as
(N − Z)2

A
+ aW

|N − Z |
A

+δEshell +δEP

€ 

Tz = 0,2,4

(no Coulomb) 

I. Bentley & S. Frauendorf, PRC(2013) 



Effect of proton-neutron  pairing on Wigner energy  

Skyrme  g1= -24/A g0= w g1 

preliminary Skyrme-HF+QCM results*  

* N. S et all, in preparation 

•  it is suggested the need of  T=0 pairing; 
•  however, the effects of  T=0 and T=1 pairing are difficult to disentangle; 
•  the effects of  T=0 and T=1 pairing in odd-odd N=Z nuclei  ? 

H = εiNi∑ + gT=1 Piτ
+

ij,τ
∑ Pjτ + gT=0 Di0

+

ij
∑ Dj0



HF HF+BCS QCM(w=0) QCM(w) Exp 

H = εiNi∑ + gT=1 Piτ
+

ij,τ
∑ Pjτ + gT=0 Di0

+

ij
∑ Dj0

g1= -24/A g0= w g1 

The effect of pn pairing on Wigner energy: example 



Odd-even mass difference along N=Z line 

preliminary Skyrme-HF+QCM results 

odd-odd nuclei: calculations with blocking ! 



Summary and Conclusions 

•  T=1 and T=0  pn  pairing   always coexist  in quartet-type correlations    

Main message:  T=1 and T=0 pairing  forces are accurately described  by  alpha-like quartets, not by Cooper pairs  

•  proton-neutron pairing has a significant effect on Wigner energy     

•  T=0  pn  pairing  and quartetting persist in  N>Z  nuclei   



Isovector and isoscalar pairing in odd-odd N=Z 

T=1 state 

T=0 state 

D. Negrea, N.S. and D. Gambacurta, Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 073D05 (2017) 

w = V0
T=0

V0
T=1

| iv;QCM >= Γνπ
+ (QT=1

+ +Δνπ
+2 )nq |− >

| is;QCM >= Δνπ
+ (QT=1

+ +Δνπ
+2 )nq |− >

Vparing
T={0,1} = v0

T={0,1}δ(r1 − r2 )P̂S={0,1}

  

calculations on top of  Skyrme-HF spectrum 

effects of  time-odd terms in Skyrme functional ? 

pair condensate formed by the neutron pairs in excess [13]; (iii) when treated by the quartet

condensation formalism the isovector pairing is able to describe reasonably well the Wigner

energies [14].

The scope of this letter is to generalize the quartet condensation model of Ref. [12] for the

treatment of both the isovector pairing and isoscalar proton-neutron pairing. An important

prediction of this formalism, at variance with most HFB calculations, is the coexistence of

the isovector and isoscalar proton-neutron correlations for any pairing interactions and any

N=Z system.

The systems we study here are composed of an equal number of neutrons and protons

which move in a deformed mean field with axially symmetry. The nucleons are interacting

through an isoscalar proton-neutron pairing force and an isovector pairing force, the latter

including both the proton-neutron pairing and like-particle pairing. The Hamiltonian which

describe these systems is given by:

Ĥ =
!

i,τ=±1/2

εiτNiτ +
!

i,j

V T=1(i, j)
!

t=−1,0,1

P+
i,tPj,t +

!

i,j

V T=0(i, j)D+
i,0Dj,0 (1)

where εiτ are the single-particle energies associated to the mean fields of neutrons (τ = 1/2)

and protons (τ = −1/2). In the case of the axially mean field, supposed here, i = {a,Ω},

where Ω is the projection of the angular momentum on z-axis, while a are the other quantum

numbers which label the single-particle sates. The second term is the most general isovector

pairing interaction expressed by the non-collective pair operators P+
i,1= ν+

i ν
+
ī , P

+
i,−1= π+

i π
+
ī

and P+
i,0 = (ν+

i π
+
ī + π+

i ν
+
ī )/

√
2. The third term is the isoscalar proton-neutron pairing

interaction while D+
i,0= (ν+

i π
+
ī − π+

i ν
+
ī )/

√
2 is the operator which creates a non-collective

isoscalar proton-neutron pairs. The operators ν+
i and π+

i create, respectively, a neutron and

a proton in the state i while ī = {a,−Ω} denotes the time conjugate of the state i.

It can be observed that all pairs operators considered here are constructed with the

nucleons in time-reversed axially deformed states. Therefore the pairs have Jz = 0, where

Jz is the projection of the angular momentum on z-axis, but not a well-defined J . In fact,

the isovector pairs and the isoscalar pairs with Jz = 0, built with axially deformed states,

can be seen as a superposition of pairs with J = {0, 2, 4, ..} and, respectively, J = {1, 3,5, ..}.

This fact means that the Hamiltonian (1) is not physically equivalent with the spherically

symmetric pairing Hamiltonians in which are considered only J=0 isovector pairs and J=1

isoscalar proton-neutron pairs.
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The structure of lowest T=0 and T=1 states 

T=0  ground state 

T=1 ground  state  

Table 2: Correlation energies, in MeV, for the lowest T=1 and T=0 states. In the brackets

are given the errors relative to the exact values indicated in the 3rd column. Are shown the

results corresponding to the QCM states (6,7) and to the approximations defined by Eqs.

(10-15).

Exact |QCMi |iv/is;QCMivi |iv;Cisi/|Cisi |Civi/|is;Civi
22Na T=0 13.87 13.87 (0.00%) 13.86 (0.07%) 13.85 (0.12%) 13.85 (0.15%)

T=1 13.23 13.23 (0.03%) 13.22 (0.05%) 12.97 (1.97%) 13.22 (0.11%)
26Al T=0 22.06 22.05 (0.03%) 22.04 (0.07%) 21.94 (0.53%) 21.79 (1.24%)

T=1 21.07 21.06 (0.02%) 21.05 (0.07%) 20.93 (0.66%) 20.98 (0.41%)
30P T=0 12.66 12.60 (0.44%) 12.55 (0.86%) 11.96 (5.86%) 11.94 (5.95%)

T=1 11.72 11.66 (0.44%) 11.62 (0.82%) 10.94 (7.11%) 10.96 (6.94%)
46V T=1 7.92 7.92 (0.04%) 7.91 (0.10%) 7.33 (8.11%) 7.76 (2.11%)

T=0 6.93 6.93 (0.01%) 6.93 (0.07%) 6.73 (2.99%) 6.79 (2.05%)
50Mn T=1 12.77 12.76 (0.07%) 12.75 (0.14%) 12.52 (2.02%) 12.62 (1.22%)

T=0 12.37 12.36 (0.04%) 12.34 (0.24%) 12.18 (1.61%) 12.19 (1.48%)
54Co T=1 16.14 16.12 (0.14%) 16.09 (0.28%) 15.67 (3.01%) 15.86 (1.78%)

T=0 15.93 15.92 (0.04%) 15.89 (0.22%) 15.53 (2.56%) 15.66 (1.73%)
106I T=1 5.15 5.14 (0.08%) 5.13 (0.23%) 4.71 (9.37%) 4.93 (4.51%)

T=0 4.53 4.52 (0.04%) 4.51 (0.42%) 4.19 (7.84%) 4.29 (5.53%)
110Cs T=1 8.03 7.98 (0.56%) 7.97 (0.75%) 7.16 (12.14%) 7.59 (5.86%)

T=0 7.09 7.06 (0.45%) 7.04 (0.80%) 6.47 (9.64%) 6.65 (6.77%)
114La T=1 9.76 9.72 (0.36%) 9.69 (0.73%) 8.79 (11.03%) 9.27 (5.23%)

T=0 8.95 8.93 (0.28%) 8.92 (0.42%) 8.31 (7.74%) 8.51 (5.18%)

non-interacting energy obtained by switching o↵ the pairing interactions. The correlation

energies predicted by the QCM functions (6,7) are given in the 4th column. In the brackets

are indicated the errors relative to the exact energies shown in the 3rd column. It can be

observed that for all the states and nuclei shown in Table 2 the errors are small, under 1%.

We can thus conclude that the QCM functions (6,7) provide an accurate description of the

lowest T=0 and T=1 states of the Hamiltonian (1).

One of the advantages of the QCM approach is the opportunity to study the relevance of

various types of pairing correlations directly through the structure of the trial states (6,7).

As discussed in the previous Section, this is possible by using the approximations (10-15).

The correlation energies corresponding to these approximations are shown in Table 2. In

brackets are given the errors relative to the exact results. One can observe that the smallest

errors correspond to the approximations (10,11) in which the contribution of the isoscalar

pairs in the even-even core of the QCM functions is neglected. It can be seen that, compared

to the calculations with the full QCM functions, in these approximations the errors are

increasing by 2-3 times for T=1 states and by larger factors for some T=0 states. However,

all the errors relative to the exact results remain under 1%.
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Γνπ
+ (QT=1

+ +Δνπ
+2 )nq Γνπ

+ (QT=1
+ )nq Γνπ

+ (Δνπ
+2 )nq (Γνπ

+ )2nq+1

Δνπ
+ (QT=1

+ +Δνπ
+2 )nq Δνπ

+ (QT=1
+ )nq Δνπ

+ (Γνπ
+2 )nq(Δνπ

+ )2nq+1

isovector correlations are stronger in both T=0 and T=1 low-lying states  

Exact 

Exact 

conclusion 

D. Negrea, N.S. and D. Gambacurta, Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 073D05 (2017) 



Average value of pairing interactions 



Quartet correlations for general two-body forces  ?  



H = εi (Ni
(n) + Ni

( p) )+
i
∑ VJT (ii '; jj ')

ii ', jj ',J ',T '
∑ [Aii 'J 'T '

+ Ajj 'J 'T ' ]
J=0,T=0

Q+ = xii ', jj '
ii ', jj ',JT
∑ [Aii 'JT

+ Ajj 'JT
+ ]0,0

Quartet correlations for general two-body forces  

€ 

|QCM >=Q+nq | − >

M. Sambataro and N. S., EPJ A53 (2017) 43 
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Table 1. Ground-state correlation energies, in MeV, predicted within the QCM and QM approaches in comparison with the
shell model (SM) results. In brackets we show the differences, in percentage, between the SM results and the quartet models
predictions. In the last two columns we report the overlaps between SM and QCM/QM states.

Ecorr(SM) Ecorr(QCM) Ecorr(QM) ⟨SM |QCM⟩ ⟨SM |QM⟩
20Ne 24.77 24.77 24.77 1 1
24Mg 55.70 53.04 (4.77%) 53.24 (4.41%) 0.85 0.87
28Si 88.75 86.52 (2.52%) 87.12 (1.84%) 0.86 0.90
32S 122.51 122.02 (0.40%) 122.29 (0.18%) 0.98 0.99

substructures (pairs in BCS, quartets in QCM) which are
all in the same many-body state.

The state (4) depends on the mixing amplitudes
x which define the collective quartet. These ampli-
tudes are determined variationally by minimizing the ex-
pectation value ⟨QCM |H|QCM⟩ under the constraint
⟨QCM |QCM⟩ = 1. To calculate the average of the Hamil-
tonian and the norm we apply standard many-body tech-
niques.

In addition to the quartet condensate (4), we will
also investigate a more sophisticated approximation which
consits in representing the ground state of an even-even
N = Z nucleus as a product of collective distinct quartets

Q(d)+ =
!

i,i′,k,k′;J,T

x(d)+
ii′kk′;J,T

×
"
A+JT (i, i′)A+JT (k, k′)

#J=0,T=0
. (5)

The quartet model (QM) state that is constructed in this
case is

|QM⟩ = Q(1)+Q(2)+ · · · Q(nq)+|−⟩. (6)

A state of the form (6) was used recently to explore the
quartet correlations associated with pairing forces both
for like-particle [23] and proton-neutron systems [13, 16].
For the latter systems the collective quartets (5) contained
only (T = 1, J = 0) and (T = 0, J = 1) pair operators.

The calculations with the QM state are more demand-
ing than those within QCM because the number of pa-
rameters which have to be determined is nq times larger
than in the case of QCM. Owing to that, within QM, we do
not construct all parameters at once through a direct min-
imization, as in QCM, but rather proceed through an it-
erative variational procedure which consists of a sequence
of basic steps. At each step, we optimize the structure of a
given quartet Q(ρ)+ by searching for those coefficients x of
this quartet which guarantee the minimum energy of the
state (6). This is done by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian
in a space formed by states of the type (6) where the quar-
tet Q(ρ)+ has been replaced by the uncorrelated quartets
[A+JT (i, i′)A+JT (k, k′)]J=0,T=0 while the other quartets
are kept “frozen”. The procedure starts with an initial an-
zatz for the coefficients x of the quartets and goes on by
rotating the index ρ among all the nq indices up to con-
vergency of the energy. More details about this procedure
can be found in ref. [23].

The present study will deal not only with the ground
state of even-even N = Z systems but also with excited

states. There are many ways, in principle, in which ex-
cited states can be constructed within the QCM and QM
schemes. For instance, by analogy with BCS-type mod-
els, in which the excitations are associated with broken
pairs, in the quartet models excitations could be built by
breaking quartets. The two protons and two neutrons of
a broken quartet could be coupled in various way in order
to get excited states. We shall compare two quite different
approaches. Within the QCM we shall search for excited
states which keep the form of a condensate, namely

|0+
n ;QCM⟩ = (Q+

n )nq |−⟩. (7)

The collective quartet Q+
n associated with the excited

state 0+
n will be determined by minimizing the functional

⟨0+
n ;QCM |H|0+

n ;QCM⟩ under two types of constraints:
a), the normalization of the state |0+

n ;QCM⟩ and, b), the
orthogonalty of this state with the ground state as well as
with all previously determined excited states. Within the
QCM scheme, then, the excited states will be constructed
in sequence. Within the QM approach, instead, assuming
as collective quartets those defining the QM ground state,
we shall construct all excited J = 0, T = 0 states at once
by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in a space formed by
all possible states of the type (6) where, in rotation, one
collective quartet has been “broken” and replaced by the
uncorrelated quartet [A+JT (i, i′)A+JT (k, k′)]J=0,T=0. As
a result of this procedure, then, the excited QM state will
be a linear superposition of states which are, each of them,
of the type (6). More details about this procedure can be
found in ref. [23] where it was successfully tested in the
case of like-particle pairing.

3 Results and discussions

In this section we shall employ the QCM and QM schemes
to explore the alpha-like quartet correlations in the even-
even N = Z nuclei of the sd shell. Following standard con-
figuration mixing shell model (SM) calculations we shall
assume the 16O as a core and we shall adopt the USDB
interaction [24].

We start by discussing to what extent the ground-state
correlations of these nuclei can be represented by the QCM
and QM states. The results of the quartet models calcula-
tions for the ground states are presented in tables 1, 2. In
table 1 we show the correlation energies Ecorr = E0−Etot,
where Etot is the total ground-state energy of the inter-
acting system while E0 is the energy of uncorrelated state
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Table 2. QCM results for total energies Etot = ⟨QCM |H|QCM⟩ and the interaction energies Eint = ⟨QCM |V |QCM⟩. In
the second column we give the total energies provided by SM calculations. In the 5th column we show the total energies
EQ = ⟨−|QHQ+|−⟩ and, in parenthesis, the corresponding interaction energies of the QCM quartet for each nucleus. In the last
three columns we give the occupancies of the single-particle states referred to the same QCM quartet. All energies are in MeV.

Etot(SM) Etot(QCM) Eint(QCM) EQ nd5/2
ns1/2

nd3/2

20Ne −40.47 −40.47 −28.74 −40.47 (−28.74) 2.49 0.97 0.54
24Mg −87.10 −84.45 −60.49 −39.96 (−27.53) 2.99 0.53 0.48
28Si −135.84 −133.63 −93.35 −37.58 (−23.46) 3.53 0.24 0.23
32S −182.44 −181.96 −133.81 −37.54 (−23.33) 3.46 0.34 0.21

in the absence of the two-body interaction. The correla-
tion energies predicted by QCM and QM are compared
to the exact shell model (SM) results, given in the second
column. In brackets we indicate, in percentage, the differ-
ences between the predictions of the quartet models and
the SM results. In the same table we also show, as a refer-
ence, the correlations energy of 20Ne for which the QCM
and QM states coincide with the SM state. In the last two
columns we give the overlaps between the SM states and
the QCM/QM states.

It can be observed that the predictions of QCM and
QM for the ground-state correlation energies are rather
similar. The deviations from the SM results have a maxi-
mum for 24Mg and they are seen to decrease significantly
in the heavier nuclei. As expected, the results of the dy-
namical QM approach applied here, in which the quartets
are determined variationally for each nucleus, are signifi-
cantly better than those which were found within the QM
approach of ref. [22] where, as J = 0, T = 0 quartets,
we assumed those describing the ground-state 20Ne. For
example, in the case of 28Si we observed a deviation of
about 6.6% from the SM ground-state energy while, in
the present QM calculation, this deviation is seen to drop
to 1.84%.

The quality of the QCM results of table 1 indicates
that a significant part of the ground-state correlations of
the even-even N = Z sd shell nuclei can be represented
by a condensate of alpha-like quartets. This is especially
the case for the nucleus 32S, for which the QCM and SM
states have an overlap close to one.

To facilitate a better understanding of quartet correla-
tions in these nuclei, in table 2 we report the total energies,
Etot = ⟨QCM |H|QCM⟩, the energies associated with the
two-body interaction, Eint = ⟨QCM |V |QCM⟩, the en-
ergy EQ = ⟨−|QHQ+|−⟩ of the QCM quartet of each
nucleus and, in the last three columns, the occupancies of
the single-particle states referred to this quartet.

From table 2 one can observe that in the multi-quartet
systems the alpha-like quartets become less bound than
in 20Ne, as a result of Pauli blocking. One can also notice
a smooth evolution of the structure of the QCM quar-
tets when passing from 20Ne to 28Si. This manifests itself
in a smooth increase of nd5/2 and a parallel decrease of
the other occupation numbers. At 32S, namely beyond the
middle of the sd shell, one sees a break of this trend likely
to be related to an increasing role of the Pauli principle.

To the extent that the alpha-like quartets can be con-
sidered as elementary degrees of freedom, one can repre-
sent in first approximation the energy associated with a
system of nq identical quartets as the sum of two terms.
The first term is proportional to nq and it accounts for the
total energy of the system in the absence of any interac-
tion among the quartets. The second term is proportional
to nq(nq − 1) and it arises instead from a two-body inter-
action among the quartets. Under these assumptions and
by adopting the quartet associated with 20Ne as the ref-
erence quartet, the energy of the system can be therefore
represented as

E(nq) = nq × E(1) +
nq(nq − 1)

2
× V (nq), (8)

with E(1) being the energy of the one quartet system
while V (nq) denotes the interaction energy between two
quartets. By inserting in eq. (8) the energies Etot pro-
vided by the QCM, one gets the values V (2) = −3.51,
V (3) = −4.07 and V (4) = −3.34 (in MeV). These inter-
action energies appear to be small compared to the energy
of the quartet and weakly depending on the particle num-
ber, properties which are emphasizing the “condensed”
structure of QCM state (4). Particularly interesting is the
fact that the interaction between two quartets turns out
to be always attractive. This finding is in agreement with
that of ref. [20] obtained in a similar analysis of realistic
nuclei in the pf shell.

We do want to emphasize at this stage that the attrac-
tive/repulsive nature of the interaction among the quar-
tets of a condensate is strongly depending on the nuclear
interaction in use. To clarify this point we refer to the
results which are reported in table III of ref. [15]. There
one finds, among the rest, the ground-state correlation
energies that are calculated in the QCM approach with a
Hamiltonian which contains only the isoscalar and isovec-
tor pairing components of the USDB interaction that
we employ in the present work. The corresponding total
ground-state energies are (in MeV) E(20Ne) = −31.69,
E(24Mg) = −60.00 and E(28Si) = −82.40. When insert-
ing these values in eq. (8), with E(1) = E(20Ne), one
finds V (2) = +3.38 and V (3) = +4.22 (in MeV). The
interaction among the quartets that comes out in this case
is therefore repulsive.

It is worth noticing that a repulsive interaction be-
tween quartets can also be deduced in the case of the

the interaction  between the quartets is small compared to their binding energies 


